Thinking possibilistically in a
probabilistic world

We cannot live on the knife edge of disaster all the time. We cannot even think about disastrous extremes with
any clarity, says Lee Clarke. For 300 years we have equated thinking probabilistically with thinking rationally,
but is that enough for thinking about terrorism, air crashes—or even God?

Disastrous extreme events are increasing in
frequency and in their consequences, in modern times at least, but we are poorly prepared
to deal with them. We are poorly prepared
organisationally and we are poorly prepared
cognitively. Consider how the US government,
or at least parts of it, failed to respond to
hurricane Katrina or to prevent even some of
the disastrous events of 9/11. The problem
in those cases—and many others could be
recounted with ease—was not ignorance or
lack of resources. Rather the problem was that
bureaucratic organisations are best suited to
responding to routine problems. They are not
good at dealing with the unusual. Similarly,
but more generally, we need a vocabulary that
allows us to talk sensibly about extremes.
Such phenomena—commercial aeroplane
crashes, tornadoes in London, a nuclear explosion in Paris—are, after all, rare oddities, unfamiliar challenges to individuals and organisations alike. Statistically, we might say they are
out near the fourth or fifth standard deviation
from the mean, although it must be said that
trying to imagine a “mean” for such outsized
events may make little sense. A normal or Gaussian curve does not exist for category 5 hurricanes (called typhoons in the Northern Pacific
Ocean, west of the dateline), but we still need
a way to think about them.
One reason we lack the cognitive tools
necessary to make sense of extreme events is
that people cannot live on the knife edge of
disaster all the time—it is too frightening, too
exciting. Most of daily life must be fairly boring: it is human nature to assume that today
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is going to be just like yesterday, because most
days are like that. True, there are individuals
and organisations whose expertise is explicitly
in dealing with non-standard conditions—trauma surgeons, smoke jumpers (who parachute in
to fight forest fires) or special terrorist units
within MI5, for example—but these are rare.
Our favoured tool for understanding aggregations of events, probability theory, has insufficient flexibility for extreme events; indeed,
it is often quite misleading. Yet, over the past
200–300 years we have come to equate thinking
probabilistically with thinking rationally. This
happens in academic fields (most obviously in
economics) and in policy arguments (e.g. about
how to allocate money for regulation or terrorist threats). The great thinkers in the history of
probability, Quetelet and Johann Bernoulli, for
example, struggled to conceptualise sampling,
populations, normal curves, regression to the
mean and so on. Their efforts led to wondrous
advancements in thinking about causes and effects as matters of likelihood and contingency, rather than mystical forces that were (and
are) unavailable for scientific inquiry. And
probabilism, as an approach to the future,
clearly aids decision making and otherwise
helps us get through the day.
But it is not enough to help us understand
extreme events. Consider the strange case of
Pascal’s wager, which is sometimes held to be
the first time that probability was used in a
fairly formal way to make an important decision. Cross-classifying the proposition that God
exists (or not) and belief in God (or not), the
wager leads to the inarguable conclusion that

the best bet is to believe in God. If a believer
errs, she has only wasted time, but if a nonbeliever errs he faces, it is said, the probability
of eternal damnation. In fact, the classical interpretation of Pascal’s calculus is only partially
correct. The bet that God exists is a sensible
one to take because of the consequences of
being wrong. Pascal’s wager is not about the
likelihood of being right or wrong, it is about
burning in hell.

Possibilistic thinking
Pascal’s recommendation is an example of “possibilistic thinking”, and it suggests a new approach, a new way of talking about the future.
Possibilistic thinking draws our attention to the
consequences of events in a more emphatic way
than does probabilistic thinking. Probability
theory is often too sensitive to the extremely
low likelihoods of rare events, and might even
counsel that we not worry too much about chlorine rail cars trundling through London, because
the likelihood of an unplanned release (either
by accident or by terrorist) is low. Possibilistic
thinking, however, leads us to wonder, “yes, but
what if the trains have a particularly bad day?”
Or consider the example of worrying about
being in an aeroplane crash. Many of us have
been on flights that have run into turbulence.
Sometimes people become quite agitated, looking out the window anxiously. Some grasp their
armrests for dear life. Others pray or take pens
out of their pockets. At the end of the flight
some people applaud, and then the pilot an-

Lest you judge me an alarmist, dear reader,
let me say quickly that possibilistic thinking is
a complement to, not a replacement for, probabilistic thinking. I would never advise someone
to invest their retirement savings in a lottery
for the obvious but important reason that the
probabilities of loss would be too great. It is far
safer to invest your retirement money in stock
markets. At the same time, I do buy a few lottery
tickets every now and then, not because I think
the odds will ever be in my favour but because
the consequences of winning could be great fun.
Similarly, when I visit London I know that the
chances that my plane will crash in the Atlantic
Ocean on the way over are very, very low—vanishingly small as engineers say. But the chances
of such a tragedy are not nothing, and so the
meaning with which I hug my wife and son (and
dog) before departing the USA is just a little
different from a normal, everyday hug.

Possibilistic thinking is normal and can
be wise
Possibilistic thinking is ubiquitous, although
we do not recognise it as such. In addition, a
possibilistic approach can be quite wise. Recognising these two facts may well help us—as individuals, organisations or societies—to make
smarter choices regarding risks and the future.
Let us look at the bet people make when
they buy life insurance. The insured’s bet is
that he will die in unpropitious circumstances,
in particular that his demise will come sooner
rather than later. The insurance company is
betting that the insured will live longer, rather
than shorter, all the while paying premiums.
Note that the insurance company has probability (and a lot of data) on its side, and
this, not coincidentally, is one reason insurance
companies are often quite profitable. For the

nounces, “Congratulations. You’ve just completed the safest part of your journey.” The
passengers laugh nervously.
From a probabilistic point of view the passenger fears and reactions make no sense. In
fact, they are irrational. Although I do not know
the number, the probability that a large, commercial aeroplane will crash because of turbulence must be quite small. Modern commercial
aircraft are designed so that the wings can flex
to an astonishing degree, turbulence is entirely
normal, and cars are, comparatively speaking,
quite dangerous (more so in the USA than the
UK, I would wager).
Have our fellow fliers lost their minds? I
do not believe that they have. They boarded

the flight believing that the probabilities of
catastrophic aircraft failure were low; they
will board another flight in the future with the
same belief. But they also know that if they are
10 km up in the sky and their aircraft gets into
serious trouble, “probability” has no meaning. In July 2002 a Russian passenger jet ran
into a DHL cargo jet over Germany. They were
almost 11 km high when they crashed. What
sense would it make to talk of their chances
of survival?
No, our passengers are not irrational at
all. It is the possibilities rather than the
probabilities that animate their fears. From
a possibilistic viewpoint our fellow fliers are
being completely rational.

Pascal’s wager is not about the
likelihood of God existing. It is about
burning in hell
insured, however, adopting a probabilistic point
of view, buying life insurance is irrational.
But that is not the whole story. If someone
dies without life insurance, and it was within
his means to afford it, people will rightly say
that something was wrong with the decedent’s
thinking. They might even say he was irrational. The life-insurance wager, like Pascal’s, is all
about the possibility or consequence of dying,
and we would do well to ignore probability
theory in deciding which way to bet.
Or consider investigations of aeroplane
crashes. In the USA the National Transportation
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Safety Board (NTSB) investigates every civil
aviation accident, in each case determining the
“cause” and issuing recommendations to help
ensure that the particular event or series of
events that led to the accident will not happen
again. The NTSB’s recommendations are usually
about crew training, technological improvements of all sorts, communications and so on.
It is an effective safety organisation, one of the
few in the American federal government that is
relatively insulated from political pressures. But
by any probabilistic measure, whether it be one
that uses the huge number of flights every year,
the number of miles flown or the number of
successful takeoffs and landings, the resources
devoted to investigating plane crashes would
seem to be out of proportion to the number of
lives saved. Yet no one ever suggests that we
abandon such investigations. I certainly would
not. As I said, I fly in aeroplanes.
Note that we justify these expenditures not
on probabilistic but on possibilistic grounds.
For a variety of reasons, we think it is reasonable to try to eliminate aeroplane accidents.
That is a chimerical goal, but one that we wish
to pursue as a society, and one that drives organisational action easily recognisable as “rational”.
I have provided only anecdotes for my case,
but my conjecture is that it is fairly commonplace for people to make wise choices without
regard to probabilities. That they do so sensibly
suggests that we see the wisdom—even if it is
not the only way to be wise—in how they arrange their lives. People who drive cars, at least
in the USA, wear seat belts and buy airbags because those features considerably dampen the
consequences if they are involved in an accident. If drivers thought about driving in terms
of abstract probabilities, they would never get
inside a car, because the likelihood of an accident, especially when considered over a lifetime
of driving, is so high.
People do not live their lives as an abstract
point along a continuum of probabilities, and
their choices should not be disregarded as foolish just because of that. Consider the problem
of marriage. In the USA, 20% of all first marriages end in divorce within 5 years. Interesting
though it is, is that information useful for someone considering marriage? I would wager few
such people say “There’s only a 1 in 5 chance
that I’ll divorce; the odds are with me, so I’ll
give it a shot.” The truth is that in any given
year a lot of people will divorce and a lot of
people will suffer as the result of a car accident.
Some people will even perish in car accidents
after their divorce proceedings. But people’s
choices are complex, sometimes involving more
probabilism than possibilism and sometimes
the other way around. Social science’s job is to
understand how and why people behave as they
do, and the notion of “possibilistic thinking”
advances that goal.
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Criticisms of possibilism
It is important to be explicit about the fact that
possibilistic thinking can be abused. Obvious
examples come from the Bush Administration,
which used possibilistic reasoning to incite fear
that Saddam Hussein would soon possess nuclear weapons and to imply a connection between
Iraq and the events of 9/11. More generally, one
might object that a possibilistic approach has
no limits—who is to say that the Earth is not
threatened by Martians bringing brain-eating
disease aboard a comet to wipe out humanity?
The truth is that probabilistic thinking is
also vulnerable to political manipulations. For
years, executives in tobacco companies used
probabilistic reasoning to deflect claims that
cigarettes cause illness. Probabilistic reasoning
can also be used to justify potentially dangerous systems. In the mid-1950s and again in
the mid-1960s the US Atomic Energy Commission ran studies on the safety of civilian nuclear power. Both studies asked what the consequences would be in the event that a plant
suffered a meltdown. The first study projected
3400 deaths, 43 000 injuries and US$7 billion
in property damage. The second study projected 45 000 deaths. Neither study showed what
the nuclear industry (including the regulator)

Who is to say that Earth is not
threatened by Martians bringing braineating disease aboard a comet?

wanted to show so both were suppressed.
However, the next study, in the mid-1970s,
changed approach. Instead of asking about the
possible consequences of a nuclear accident,
this one asked about the probabilities of an accident in the first place. It did not matter that
the methodology used, probabilistic risk analysis, had fallen into disrepute among engineers.
Probabilistic risk analysis allowed regulators
to conclude that “a person has about as much
chance of dying from an atomic power accident
as of being struck by a meteor.” That is fairly
safe, and this study was readily released.
Additionally, it is possible, so to speak, to
discipline possibilistic reasoning. Historians
and political scientists have developed an
extensive literature on “counterfactuals”. Using counterfactual arguments is essential to
generalising historical work and, more generally, in reasoning through which historical
and political phenomena have been important and which have been trivial (although

some historians abjure explicit consideration
of counterfactuals). For instance, it is impossible to truly understand what role, if any,
nuclear weapons played in preventing world
war without making an argument about what
diplomacy would have been like without
them. These sorts of questions are legion in
history, political science and large parts of
sociology as well. My point is that this technical literature on counterfactuals provides
rules that can be used to discipline possibilistic thinking.

Conclusions
Probability theory is only 200–300 years old,
and over that time has come to be equated
with rationality itself. This has happened in
the fields of economics and psychology, where
departures from the tenets of probabilistic reasoning lead to judgements of irrational emotions or imperfect markets. It has happened in
arguments about policy regarding allocation of
money and other resources concerning possible
terrorist strikes or disasters. It has also happened in schools of thought about risk allocation in general.
Probabilism is an invaluable tool for considering potential futures, or even for just helping us
get through the day. It provides an excellent overall approach to thinking or feeling about something. It provides the usual, “reasonable” answer
to the question, “What shall I do?” The answer:
take it slow, feel your way, inch carefully toward
some unspecified resolution. It is often wise to
think about the future in terms of chance and
likelihood.
But equating probabilistic reasoning with
rationality is a mistake because it crowds
out other modes of reasoning, which should
be judged by other standards. For example, a
number of very smart scholars have urged us
not to worry so much about large terrorist
attacks both because their likelihoods of occurrence are low and because other hazards
threaten far more people.
A possibilistic approach can provide balance
to such an argument. I would never counsel—
and do not know anyone who would—that probabilities of events should not be taken into account when considering likely futures. But just
as it is sometimes wise to think of the future in
terms of probabilities, sometimes it is wise to
think of the future in terms of zeros and ones.
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